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2006-01-06-rv7Didn't get hello world yet but something better, the analog device c code to
continuously spit out the ADC value for ADC0 with the SDCC compiler. Now I can be
real dangerous. The board is under a $100 bucks for 8 channels so I should be able
to wire up tracking on flight surfaces (the ultimate home grown joy stick
controller), fuel gauges, rpm, etc. I'll see if I can get back up to speed on the
airspace code. It sometimes takes me a couple days to get the concentration up to
make things click.
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2006-01-09-rv7Respirator comes in handy for sanding drywall...
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2006-01-10-rv7Have really fallin off the wagon for updates on progress for December.
Back in early December we were working out the kinks in the 3d airspace
files. I tend to do checking by the yea olde fashioned pencil and paper
and check by hand method. Here going over YANKEE ONE and TWO MOA coordinates
against the official sectional map. Found a really dumb typo I did in the source
code this way that was driving me nuts for a week or so. My mother-in-law has been
a holy terror this winter making unbeleivably beutiful table clothes, including one
for our 42 by 94 inch dining room table. Photos from the EAA chapter meeting where
Joel Godston brought in an experimenatl compressor blade he worked on at P&W. The
presentation for the meeting was on fabric covering methods.

Took a little while to finally
figure out details of how to the
open source SDCC (small device C
compiler) to generate executable
code for my analog device
microprocessor. You really have to
bird dog this stuff and let it sit
sometimes and work on something
else, then when your fishing around
on some related problem you stumble
onto things. I did not want to have
to fork over the grand + for Keil
compiler so I could just get the results for analog to digital conversion of simple
signals on eight channels for this board which costs like $70 bucks, a $100 or
so if you nuke it with memory chips. So far I have the device continuously spitting
out the ADC value for ADC0 with the SDCC compiler. Now I can be real dangerous. I
should be able to wire up tracking on flight surfaces (the ultimate home grown joy
stick controller), fual guages, rpm, egt, pressure guages etc.
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2006-01-11-rv7Now that I've finally made some headway on the microprocessor front I thought I'd
take a little time to play around with putting engine information on the head down
display et al to see how it works out. With a little kludging of the HUD code and
a copy of the 172S Skyhawk manual I had some fun putting in a pop up caution and
warning system for oil pressure, temps, prop overspeed etc. If you can capture the
data digitially, the sky is the limit on what kind of safety appliance features you
can build with just a display. Of course if you go this route to make it work you
have to use sunlight readable displays which are tad expensive, and the VFR minimum
instrument should be implemented in ye olde steam guages as a back up. Besides the
visual display for warning and caution systems flightgear already supports a
sophisticated conditional sound system....so if you can grab dataa from a Dynon
instrumented pitot tube for angle of attack, you can put sound on the tall warning.
This also raises the issue, and ante, by putting audable output for the aircrafts
maneuvering and Vne never exceed speed, which was rather trivial to add.
Unfortunately in the RV I will have to use a separate ram air pressure sensor as
the uNAV is limited to 70m/s on ram air pressure speed indication.
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2006-01-13-rv7Trip with Dino and Tom Williamson to see Marv Bishops project
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2006-01-15-rv7I'm getting ready to go back to work on some hardware issues on the RV-7A airframe,
like sealing the tanks. Meanwhile, back at the ranch I've spent a lot of time in
the black hole known as software development. On the synthetic vision front here's
some simulated HDD shots simulating a Cessna model 172p.
Based on research on available sunlight readable displays this Head Down Display
(HDD) design looks doable in a 10 inch or greater display. Some of the newer
laptops actually can do higher pixel density. Now to get crackin on working on the
microprocessor to get the analog to digital (ADC) conversion(s) up and running
output through either a serial or a USB port. I've been playing around with colors
and pattarns for texturing terrain so the simulated HUD is viewable against the
terrain backdrop. After hitting some impasses on current hud limitations on
flightgear's HUD code I hacked in some changes so I can "pop up" stuff like the RPM
and Oil Pressure warnings/cautions on the central left hand portion of the display.
This HDD layout is the full boat of items to display for a primary flight display
including:
Magnetic and true heading information (center top) Airspeed (left tape)
vertical speed indicator left inboard tape AGL altitude (based on altimeter versus
database) right inboard tape Altimeter (right outboard tape) Pitch is on the
centrally located climbe ladder which rolls with the roll angle to also indicate
roll
The carroted bars surrounding the pitch ladder in the center of the display
indicate aileron, rudder, elevator, elevator trim, and flap position (assuming one
uses a couple microprocessor boards and load of pots with appropriate linkages to
track everything).
Likewise on the lower left is the throttle, prop and mixure settings.followed from
left to right: RPM, oil pressure, manifold pressure, oil temp, exhaust gas temp,
and the left and right fual guages.
I figure the fual guages and the stick position will good starters to work on the
rest of the hardware and software implementation with the microprocessor board.
From my tests with the sensor in the car I can probably write all the above data to
disk for post flight analysis.
That reminds me, the rpm and oil pressure warnings, are based on the Cessna C172S
POH.
Flightgear also has some sound systems which can be state driven. So.... the
current software for the 172 starts making noises when you go into the yellow arc
speed range and puts up the overspeed sound at or above the airframe's Vne. If one
interfaces a Dynan pitot tube with the angle of attack sensors you can also
implement the stall horn in software. Now if I can find out what the data protocol
is for the Capstone traffic receivers is I could probably put the traffic on the
display....although I need to get cracking on the microprocessor hardware.
Building and airplane...what a hoot...
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2006-01-16-rv7Takes a while to knock down some technical details you pick up along the way on the
project. Finally ironed out the kinks on compiling and loading code into and
running the microprocessor from my linux box. Analog device publishes there WSD
(Windows Serial Downloader) utility for downloading and executing code on the
microprocessor. I started out compiling code under linux or windows using linux of
windows versions of the sdcc compiler. One way or the other I would have to tear
the box apart and re-cable things to run a windows 2000 setup to execute the code
using the WSD program as the loader. A royal pain!
After doing a little internet searching a while back I found a perl utility from
Italy that would do the trick: From the perl code:
# PRECMA S.r.l. - Electronic Engineering - http://www.precma.com
# Progettazione Elettronica Controlli di Macchine Automatiche
Course one thing leads to another and I had add some serial capability to my perl
set up based on the hint below from the perl code.
#
# ADuC842 Downloader
# In System Analog Devices AD842 (and others) microcontrollers programmer
# Using perl module Device::SerialPort
(http://sendpage.org/device-serialport/)
#
# Developed under Linux (SuSE 9.2 - 10.0); should work with Windows, too (using
# Win32::SerialPort module)
The serial port code was pretty straight forward to download configure and compile.
I had to fiddle around a bit to get the first hex files to load and run. A
variation of the Ye Olde "what's the magic incantation" to run everybody in. Only
took a couple hours of fiddling around to get the first analog to digital
conversion program running. I figured the wing tank fuel sending unit was a very
good choice for guinea pig to test things out. 12 bits of ADC precision are plenty
for such things as the fual guage, elevator, aileron, rudder, trim tab and flap
position. These items can be implemented pretty much using some kind of linear or
rotary potentiometer. The tack, pressure, and temperature sensors are another
matter, particularly the temperature sensors as the thermocouple signals are apt to
be in the millivolt range and require op-amps to amplify the voltage along with
signal filtering to filter out any noise. As the uNAV's pitot tube air pressure
sensor is rated shy of Van's spec for the top end of the RV I'm looking for a
pressure sensor for the pitot pressure feed and a ported sensor for an altimeter to
backup the uNAV chip. (To isolate the static pressure for the altimeter using the
uNAV I have to put in a sealed box with a port as the sensor on the board does not
have a port to attach the air line.
I may try at some point hooking up my accelerometers and rate gyro chips I got a
while back from analog device for testing. If I can find a 16 bit or better ADC
unit I can use it as a backup for the crossbow sensor. Just for the heck of it
(literally down the road) I may try out some 10g accelerometers with the 12 bit ADC
to comare it with crossbow signals.
Now that I have some verified I/O working with the microprocessor board I can go
hunting for a pesky gator that's eluded me for some time. Namely getting my serial
to USB conversion board working. (I only have one serial port, and serial ports
are going the way of the dodo bird.)
Building an airplane. What a hoot!
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2006-01-17-rv7No one has ever accused me of being an electrical engineer....but if you hum a few
bars I'll figure it out, at least enough to interface a simple resistive sending
unit. The microprocessor has a 2.5v reference voltage on the chip but you are
discouraged from trying to send that voltage all over the airframe to run sensors.
I figure I'll use a simple conditioned 5 volt power supply to feed 5 volts then and
split the voltage in halve or so as required for line loss if that's an issue.
While not elegant I came up with an initial solution for the tank senders... The
sending units range from 30 to 250 ohms in resistance. I figure with a 5 volt line
input and a 30 ohm resister in series with the the tank resistor to divide the
voltage the ADC lead on the microprocessor will see between about 0.5 to 2.5 volts,
with 2.5 volts being the ADC circuits upper end saturation limit. The signal won't
be linear, but who's kidding who, the tanks don't fill in a linear fashion neither.
I figure you put one gallon at a time in the tank to calibrate the sensor and you
will have a tank level sensor more accurate than most certified aircraft and hands
down more accurate than car sensors!....
I scoped out some details on putting some potientiometers
position a while back. Now that I have the microprocessor
about time to refit some stove pipes on the wood stove in
the BTU's so I can fire up my mill and make some mounting
snooping for tach., temp. and pressure sensors.
Building and airplane, what a hoot!
Phil'
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to track the stick
programming doable it's
the garage and crank up
brackets. Now to do some

2006-01-18-rv7Doesn't look like much. After checking specs and doing a little testing it was time
to put a spit chewing gum and bailing wire circuit connection together. What we
have here is three potentiometers and a resister (the tank sending unit), with
power fed from a small conditioned power supply. I have these four channels being
converted by the microcontroller's 12 bit ADC circuitry and pumping the numbers out
through the serial port. Logically, a few months ago it should work, but I find it
pays to try things on the bench first to avoid the Ye Olde...oops, forgot
something. Now I can look into fabricating some hardware mounts for the pot's. The
potentiometers can be used to track the elevator, trim tab, aileron, and flap
position. Next on my hit list is getting a USB or ethernet interface running with
devices like the microcontroller. Serial ports are hard to come by on newer PC
hardware and they are slow by USB and ethernet standards.
I went out to the garage today and what a mess. We have been getting rain and with
the rising temperatures my machinery becomes a big condensor!. The milling machine
looks like somebody took a water hose to it!. Validates the decision to build the
plane in the house. I don't dare fire up the computer for the mill until I can heat
and dry the place out. I usually go through this fiasco in March, not January.
Still, looking on the bright side I'm looking forward to plant date palm treees in
the spring.....just kidding...
A few months back I considered doing some mounts for the potentiometers to track
the stick position but thought then it was academic without a solution for
programming and interfacing the microcontroller, and I sure as H wasn't going to
cough up over a grand or a couple grand for compiler tools for a microcontroller!
Now that I have the SDCC (Small Device C Compiler) running I move onto trying out
some USB and ETHERNET intefacing. A couple months back the alternative was
programming in assembler. I have never been worth beans programming in assembler,
which is only a half step beyond the really really really old days of programming
with jumpers which I actually saw at Remington Rand as a kid where my Dad worked.
Back then the computer was literally the size of the building. I like the SDCC
compiler, primarily because I like C, my kind of language, and you can get close
the hardware....without having to get out a box of jumper cables.
While doing some googling to look at 24-bit precision ADC boards today I stumbled
onto a paper on a military testbed RC project from a couple years ago. It was
interesting to see they were living with a gps chip with a 1 HZ update rate. The
crossbow unit we are using has a 4 HZ update capacity. For an aircraft with the Vne
in the 200 +/- mph range a 4 hz gps with a 3 meter accuracy is plenty accurate. Ten
years ago this stuff affordably in your hands would have been unthinkable and only
a select group of engineers in the aerospace biz would have access to this
stuff...Be interesting to see what mere mortals can do with it.....
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2006-01-19-rv7After taking time to burrow once again through the nuances of micro-atx sized
motherboards I finally came to the conclusion that they just ain't ready for
running with the big dogs ala graphic acceleration cards.
These boards have come a long way ane are quite impressive for in-car display of
DVD movies....but the hitch is the rendering of the movie has already been done in
the case of an animated film and the dvd hardware and software has to move
decompress/decode the imagery and display it. With synthetic vision the computing
horsepower requirements have a key difference: rendering. The software has to
render the image, graphic acceleration boards have specialized hardware to do a lot
of rendering calculations very fast, i.e. their gpu's are a specialized computer on
card. Anyhow I just don't feel comfortable buying some micro-atx gear at this time
and play guenie pig with a high end graphics board. So...I took the hint from a
reference and backed up one size to the micro-atx board. The same size board that
powers my 1.1ghz linux box..... But the question is, is it small enought to fit in
the plane anywhere?
After scrounging one of my junk piles I found this sample of an old mini-tower with
a junk micro-atx board inside. Just for the heck of it to see what kind of issues
there are in fitting a small tower case in the cockpit I thought I'd play around
with it to see what the issues are. You have the tight fit between the rudder
pedals, for and aft limits on the depth of the case due to the fual selector
housing and the heating air inlet at the firewall. Vertically you have the rudder
pedal tubes to deal with. Behind the instrument panel there is little depth to work
with, and I've seen enough finished RV panels by now to know it's a rats nest of
wires, tubes, circuit boards, and back boxes.
Anyhow, the old tower roughly fits between the rudder pedals but the exhaust out
the back raises a thorny issue as that's the same area where the cabin heat comes
in. After looking around on the net what small sized cases are now available I
found you can get the case width an to the five and half inch wide ranges with some
trimming of the height and depth. A second possibility is to mount the motherboard
in the area behind the instrument panel opposite where the display is located to
piggy back them and conserve the space. A junk/antique micro-atx motherboard
against the pre-punched RV-7A instrument panel illustrates how much area we are
dealing with. I suspect a variation of the cpu to the back of the monitor is used
by Chelton to put there computing hardware on the back of the display from Brian
Mayettes' unit I looked at quite some time ago. Some of the military vehicle
display and ruggedized vehicle PC folks do this also. Sort of like a notebook pc
designed by committee... Yet a third option would be to put the motherboard in a
convential case again and locate it behind one of the seats. I checked dimensions
for a currently available compact case and that would work also. With options one
and three you could disconnect the gear and take it out the plane to protect them
fro the elements. The idea of leaving a computer in a unheated environment gives me
the willies as I have lots of experience with water condensation issues with
my Milling Machine sitting in an unheated garage.
This will take a while to sort out, and give the appearance of being "advanced tail
chasing" for while. Any elegant solutions are welcome....
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2006-01-21-rv7I've always been a big fan of doing "mock-ups" of designs, you can make drawings
with CAD software or the old fashioned way, but either way, it doesn't provide the
opportunity to see, and feel how things interact. And identify problems. (As an
aside, when I worked for Connor Engineering in Danbury CT years ago as a
manufacturing engineer I used to cut paper to make 1/4 scale parts for custom
reheat boxes and assemble them on my desk with tape. The secretary though it was
funny, .... but the design department wasn't laughing after illlustrated we didn't
have spot welding equipment to assemble the boxes. It was nice to find that out
BEFORE we had cut up a couple thousand pounds of steel. When in doubt, get out the
cardboard or plywood!)
If you open up most tower pc's you will find lots of air in there, although you may
not notice it right away for all the ribbon cabling all over the place to connect
the hard drives, DVD's et al. And then there's the tangled mess of power cables
from a 400 or 500 watt power supply. But....in a flying synthetic vision system you
don't need a CD/DVD and hard disks have problems with altitude. Now what would the
volume requirements be if we just stuck with a micro-atx mother board with a
graphics card sticking up to complicate things and say a power supply. Even using a
110VAC power supply you can re-arrange a tower style case as shown kinda sorta if
you use a little imagination on the first jpeg. By the time you're done chopping
and channeling the case, i.e. make a new one, the width can run between 6 and 7
inches. The depth about 15 inches and the height 10 inches. The layout shown
would have the left side toward the front of the cockpit. So the power supply is on
the end opposite the firewall. This would kill two birds with one stone, Puts the
cabling on the front and closes the front off from having any exhaust ports
adjacent to the heating ducts on the firewall and puts the power supply away from
the heating ducts. I'm assuming I can get a DC/DC power supply to either fit in
less than or equal volume.
So one approach then would be to make a diskless tower measuring roughly 10x7x15
(h.w.d) which would fit very easily between the rudder pedals and under the rudder
pedal tubes. One may even be able to fit the manual elevator trim tab cable in with
the box all the way forward toward the firewall. But there are perhaps better ways
to skin the cat....
One approach military ruggedized pc's take are to bolt modules together to sandwich
a pd with the monitor as the top layer. The LCD displays are already a sandwich
affair, so why not a dagwood. The second jpeg shows what this approach would tie up
behind the panel using a micro-atx board with a full height card to simulate a
graphics board. With a panel display roughly in the 10x10 outside perimeter range
the display could be sandwiched with the mother board and graphics card and slide
into a panel as one unit. Allowing for the thickness of the LCD display hardware
the unit would go about 6-7 inches deep into the panel. And as the third jpeg
illustrates, there is roughly 8-1/2 inches to work with.
Yet a third alternative. go to a Panasonic Toughbook and make a docking station for
it ala the police cruiser approach. This alternative would allow one to do flight
testing on any aircraft by just taking the crossbow sensor along tape it to the
floor.
By the way, from my vacuum cleaning of sources it sure looks like most of the
commercial flight displays are NEC LCD's.
There is a new release of airport/terrain etc data for flightgear. The world boils
down to a little over 13 gigabyte. Be interesting to see what the United States
storage requirements work out. I'd like to see how much one can pack into a memory
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2006-01-30-rv7The toaster size box is destined to be a 64 bit AMD screamer for running flightgear
and the crossbow sensor. The tiny power supply on this puppy is actually a 350 watt
power supply. If you go to solid state drives, and replace the power supply with a
DC/DC power supply the height of the "toaster" is cut about in half. I didn't like
the idea of going with a laptop for field testing as you cannot upgrade any
hardware worth beans. The rest of the parts should be arriving this week including
a high end NVIDIA graphics board and 2 gbyte of memory. Shuttle, the maker of this
small form factor wonder also makes a 300 nit 17 inch 12 volt display, not sunlight
readable, but pretty darn close! Meanwhile, Anna the cat is patiently waiting for
spring.
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2006-01-31-rv7The parts for the new computer came monday and tuesday. By wednesday night we were
all set to put the little rascal together....but....that video board sure looked a
tad on the big side. I mean really big. Like two slots wides, long, and oversized
with that cotton pickin huge blower housing. I put the box together with the drives
etc., no problems, and the shuttle is an elegantly compact design. If you use the
space to the max the little critter will actually hold (3) 3.5 inch drives. But
that blower housing. No way, can you get the drive bay back after shoe horning it
into place due to the interference with the blower housing.
The other show stopper on the board was the fact finally sinking into my thick
skull that these Nvidia 7800GTX boards require extra power supplied seperately by
the power supply. I was trying to use the old style 3.5 inch drive and optical disk
so the connectors were busy. So, by late last night it was time to throw in the
towel and get a return authorization for the board from Newegg which worked out to
be pretty easy. I sent it back insured and have ordered a SATA drive for the box
and a new 7800GT from XTX following a suggestion from my EAA chapter's member at
large DJ in North Carolina. Thank goodness I have access to someone who has a
Shuttle SN25P to bounce issues off of. It's a bit dicey trying to figure everything
out yourself from a myriad of specs. The XTX board looks to be about %40 percent
the volume of that beast I returned. I went to best-buy today looking for an el
cheapo board to get started on the operating system and video driver installation
advanture but thought better of it.
Come to think of it my regular box is still running NVIDIA drivers on Fedora Core 3
and that was it's own of can of worms to work through....and a I have a Core 4
drive already configured...but for a video driver solution. So in the mean time I
probably should just pull all the drive cables on the Core 3 set up and work on the
Core 4 system to get the driver built and configured. The reason for doing it in
isolation is the Core 3 system would hang on booting because the boot process
apparently uses graphics early in the process and gets screwed up trying to load
the kernal driver later on....A nice freindly alligator I have avoided petting by
having my current system boot into run level 3 (console mode), log in as root and
do the ol unix "init 5" to go to the graphical run level 5. Hopefully someone fixed
this glitch in Core 4 so I don't have to mount do an emergency disk mounting of the
file system to back out of the driver installation if it hangs. At least with linux
you can figure out where you're getting screwed....with billy boxes you just get
the blue screen of death....
Anyhow, I'd like to get it up and running next week so I can take it for a
demonstration of the Synthetic Vision project next week in Portsmouth NH to a group
of retired military pilots called (Daedalian: a fraternal order of military
pilots).
Building an airplane...what a hoot.....and an occasional holler!
Phil
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2006-02-06-rv7I can finally put the new PC for the inertial sensor together. Hard to believe the
little toaster sized PC is a 64 bit machine that can run circles around and IBM 370
mainframe circa 1975!
Anyhow, the UPS guy showed up around 4 with my SATA drie and more particularly the
XTX Nvidia GT 7800 graphics board which actually fits just cozy in the toaster oven
sized shuttle pc box. It took a whole 40 minutes or so to install Fedora Core Four
(at the 32 bit level as I'm hung up on sourcing a 64-bit cd for few days....)
anyhow... It was a pleasant surprise to see how fast we could get a basic system up
and running. Tomorrow will come the big test to install the accelerated graphics
drivers and see what the 7800 card is really made of.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, I got the old machine pretty much up to the Core 4
operating system level with flightgear up and running et al. Hopefully the weather
holds and my new found friend..aka winter cold #2 keeps under control so I can demo
the synthetic vision system Friday in Portsmouth with the shuttle pc. At this point
ann 8-3/4 inch by 13 inch foot print, about 5 inches thick for a PC with
accelerated graphics is feasible so if you package everything behind a sunlight
readable display it would all fit in the panel for 10 inch or better display.
First PC Iever owned that had an honest to goodness Radiator. What next, chilled
water...seriously, it would be interesting to see if the cooling pile system would
work with the distilled water replaced by coolant.
The Dogs, Kaz the Plothound and Sam the black lab could care less about the new
hardware....they patiently await...with whining...the arrival of "Mrs Bear". The
plothound is a bear and cat hunting breed....very affectionate but you have to
watch your heels in the morning....They are fiercely loyal...I'd hate to meet a
hungry 5 or six of em in the woods.....
Phil
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2006-02-07-rv7By lunchtime I had the world terrain database loaded and the libraries for
flightgear rebuilt from scratch on the new machine. This little pup and transfer
data! While running as a 32-bit machine, the new machine, I've affectionately
dubbed 'little rascal' easily can crank the synthetic vision system at 50 frames a
second with the display range set to 50 miles!. Setting the range to 100 miles
slows it to the 20-30 frames per second range. So, from Lebanon NH you could take
off and "see" the outer boundaries of Bradley Connecticut's controlled airspace.
Not bad on a hazy day....
The one glitch so far is I've hit the proverbial wall on getting the sound board to
run, so the machine is a deaf mute for now. This is unfortunate as I can put the
overspeed sound etc. Once you go digital the skies the limit on options both
visually and with the sound board. For example, in Van's recent "The RVator" there
was a note on an experience air-guard F-16 pilot who experienced a high frequency
vibration of the elevator in a descent at 10,000 feet to avoid weather. When he got
home and did the math on his 185 knot indicated at like 2 degrees C he figured out
he was way over the Vne for his RV-4 on the trip home. So...if you can grab the
data off the ram air sensor, (on the Crossbow unit) the outside air temp (What's
one more sensor?) , etc. one could have the computer calculate the true airspeed
(TAS) on the fly, and TAS is what the Vne is really triggered to. NOT INDICATED,
as pointed out by Van's in their recent RVator discussion of the topic. Anyhow, Ana
the cat is still just waiting from spring.
Based on a review of the Crossbow sensor's size, the size of the analog device A/D
board....and if you can use flash memory for the OS and the terrain data....you can
stuff everything into the toaster oven sized box, swap the 120 VAC power supply for
a DC/DC power supply, add a motorcycle battery and a monitor.....and ....
voila....you can collect flight data for first flights AND get the synthetic vision
display on a monitor in the cockpit at the same time....
Gettin there...
Phil
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2006-02-11-rv7I think I'm still recouperating from the late night drive home from giving a show
and tell on the synthetic vision system to a group of former military pilots at a
meeting of the Daedalian's, a fraternal order of military pilots; back on Friday
the 11th...Driving home after midnight after getting ready for this presentation
all week sure left my little tail dragging...Thank goodness Cathy came with me to
keep me from falling asleep driving home. I ain't 18 anymore. Come to think of it
I did fall asleep driving when I was 18, going through Texas and lived to tell
about it.... Anyhow, there were 48 for dinner, a high turn out and it was both an
honor and hoot to do a little show and tell complete with the usual bloopers which
requred a couple of "just a minute" while I reboot....we hot swapped the video
cable between my machine and the Testerman's laptop to display a video off the
projector set up.....Got away with it without frying anybody which is saying a lot
as February is a great month to generate static while standing on carpet to the
toon of a 1/2 inch spark....trust me I know...having once killed a stepper motor
controller for my Bridgeport simply by plugging the cable into the controller
box!... The folks at the meeting ranged from experience as in taking primary
flight training in a biplane through the B2 Bomber with everything including rotary
aircraft in between including.....let's see....P-38, P-47, P-51, F-86, F105, F15
strike eagles, F16's B17, B29, B36 B47 B52, FB111, B2 and some they couldn't talk
about. I got the distinct impression some folks were surprised to see the results
of some of their once super secret DOD R&D now available as off the shelf hardware.
I was invited to make the presentation in part because of my email publications to
people I've known over the years including Karen Testerman of Cornerstone Policy
Research which works on family oriented issues in the New Hampshire legislature
whose husband Dave is the president of the Daedalians's chapter.
It was a real
treat to meet folks again I haven't seen for years from my days as a back bench
bomb thrower in the New Hampshire House. Among the folks at the meeting was Ken
Weyler (on the left in the second photo) the #2 in the New Hampshire House
leadership and a decorated Vietnam Veteran having gotten the Bronze Star (I think I
got that right) from some interesting work in a spotting aircraft equipped with the
then latest armament (Loud Speakers).
Anyhow Cathy and I had a great time and I hope I didn't ramble on to badly...It was
a hoot to get the sensor to perform as I had nothing but trouble getting set up to
run the demo the day before including the usual glitches with building a the new
64-bit AMD machine.
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2006-02-15-rv7Here's a shot of Bryan Duke's work on a display for an RV-6 out on the left
coast. The SV display is a sample shot generated for San Bernadino Calif. area
looking south with what is probable Camp Pendleton's restricted/prohibited airspace
(in charcoal gray) out in the distance. Bryan looks to be doing a great job,
particularly when you consider he's working with a very small display (320 x
240).
The nice picture of the circuit board: It's a dead/sick circuit board.
Just as I was getting ready to change programming protocols to drive the analog to
digitalc conversions (ADCs) I was rustling some papers near with and looks like
voila...welcome to dry winters...and static electricity....Based on the behavior it
may, if I'm lucky be the $1.00 socketed Maxim rs232 chip...but I doubt it. Nothing
dramatic seemed to happen until I went to again do a program download and the
softwre no longer could see the device.
Nothing as dramatic as the time if wiped
out a Honeywell magnetometer chip over a little mis-understanding of the meaning of
some info in the data sheet...Pop and that evil smell of cooked electronics.
Now to wait for replacement parts....when you've been burned: LEARN!...that
reminds me, where'd I bury that ground strap to avoid a repeat performance!
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2006-02-17-rv7-
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2006-02-18-rv7One of the headaches I've had in putting the flight computer system together is the
fact I have only one serial port..and as newer machines go the serial port is going
the way of the Dynasour in favor of USB ports....But I've had a royal pain of a
time getting a generic USB/Serial conversion for linux.
...until now... This
little puppy from our brothers "over the pond" in England plugs into a USB port and
drives not just one, but two...count em...two serial devices.
So now when I get the replacement ADC board I can finally run the crossbow inertial
sensor and the ADC board to track flight surface position and engine parameters.
(With the serial ports I can track 16 channels of data with two analog to digital
conversion boards (ADC)).
Once I get the details of how to run the ADC board to
get the baud rate for all 8 channels up I may play around with all the Analog
Devices accelerometer and rate gyro chips I have on sample boards to cobble
together a second inertial sensor for tracking pitch and roll...and maybe yaw if a
small break out board works out so I can finally mount the tiny Honeywell surface
mount magnetometer chips on a circuit board. I still plan to stick with the
crossbow sensor but I would like to see if it's possible to demonstrate an open
sourced inertial sensor solution using the Analog Devices sample boards they sell
such that the chips total in the $100 +/- range per axis.
It only cost me about
$1,000 or so to convert my Bridgeport to CNC controls a few years ago when I was
recouperating from coronary event #2, it is a hoot what mere mortals can do when
the cost and availability of devices comes to allow for experimenting where the
occasional "oops" doesn't cost the value of the farm!
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2006-02-22-rv7I think I'm weaned off my sunoku puzzle addiction now that I've written a program
to help solve the pesky hard ones!
Anyhow, I'm kicking around the idea of taking the native_fdm network protocol and
using it to create a "pfd" protocol for driving flightgear as a pfd. A key
addition to the protocol would be "state" information for sensors so the flightgear
side can be configured to flag readouts if the sensor state goes bad (i.e. no gps
signal), as well as status as to who is selected as primary sensor for driving the
sv display (gps altitude or the altimeter). This opens up the option of using
flightgear as the development base for pushing the envelope on the intertial
position estimation when the gps signal is not there, etc.
AOPA's Pilot magazine has a nice article on AA 1572's wreck (all survived!) at
Bradley field in Hartford CT last year caused inpart by entry of bogus altimeter
settings made worse by the FAA's poor ground clearance on the approach.
The attached sv is for AA 1572 just shy of when it clipped 30 feet off the trees at
the top of the ridge....
I'm also looking at (probably hard coding for now) putting in a state variable so I
can configure information on the hud based on wether you are configured for (1)
takeoff (and post the relevent speeds...) (2) climb, (3) cruise, (4) descent (5)
land. That way you don't keep squaking pull up on low altitudes on takeoff or
landing but scream like bloody H at terrain clearance less then 1, or 2,000 on
cruise....
Hopefully me replacement microprocessor(s) will get here this week so I can go back
to work on the interfacing.
Phil
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2006-03-03-rv7Finally wrestled one of my gators down to set up to make the jump for the new .ac
file system to work with the line segments segregated by tile number.
Right now I
generate a dashed line....which gets a tad complex when you start chopping up long
lines...anyhow, I can now texture the line and keep it translucent. Here's an
example of dashed class D airspace with the old dashed file with texture added.
The texture alternates blue with white for the dashing effect and I put the Letter
for the airspace in both directions for reading on both sides the boundary.
This opens up some prospects when I add in some more IFR route information etc.
But right now I'm just setting up for the heavy lifting on the line work and I'll
add some textual texturing for the airspace(s) so the MOA's are marked , Class B is
Marked, Prohibited etc....kind of neet!
Phil
I'm still stuck waiting for a replacement A/D board to get back on track for
programming the interface between the sensors and the display
computer . grr .
so.After warming up writing some software for use in solving sudoku
puzzles, and a recent windfall of a full set of low altitude IFR charts
for the US et al...I figured it was time to start polishing the airspace system for
the synthetic vision display.
So far I can divide all the long lines on airspace boundaries into their tile by
tile components which will speed up the display processing and avoid the problem
of not seeing a 30 mile radius Class B airspace boundary until you're on top of
it.
Currently the arc does not display until the center is within range. The
current approacy worked for a quick and dirty proof of concept, but I've noticed
some rather bizarre behaviour of the system when you "bump" into those very very
long line segments of controlled airspace off the coasts and over the great
lakes....
I'm getting ready to change the graphics methods over to keep everything clipped to
tile boundaries and figured I'd better straighten out some texturing issues while I
was at it. The jpeg illustrates the first gator skinned: texturing the airspace
boundary so the display has a legend representing what you are looking at. In this
case the Class D airspace around Lebanon NH.
Class D airspace is a "dashed line"
on sectional charts and I currentl dash the line in the synthetic display. Now I'm
going to can the dashing and using the texturing to give a graphic allusion of a
dashed line.
In the end the code should run faster and generating the files is
less complicated....... ..... famous last words....Now that I have a set of IFR
approach plates and charts for the US I can burrow back into the DAFIF database and
see how much of that chart information I can automate extracting. A preliminary
peek looks like quite a bit of it can be extracted.
Getting itchy for spring and I want to clean things up before the next dog and pony
show in May....
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2006-03-11-rv7-

Doing some major reworking of the airspace graphics before I put in some IFR
information in the scene. Here's a couple of shots over the S. California area
showing the complex federal airspace system that makes the Northeast look like an
arctic regulatory wasteland...thank goodness!..Besides adding "textures" to the
airspace with some embedded text, the graphic elements are bit more effiiciently
divided up accross the fruited plane so to speak. The frame rate is still
manageable and I'm probably going to automate putting in some text identifiers for
the various airports... The prohibited and resticted airspaces boundaries now have
the internationally firmilier skull and crossbones added to the texture....
There is a Steven King "Langolier's" glitch I've encountered but so far I'm
outrunning the chompers...
My replacement microprocessors are coming so I can get back on some hardware
interfacing work in another week or so...Then to get a portable monitor with a
decent brightness level for some field testing without lugging my huge samsung in
the car to log sensor data....
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2006-03-16-rv7Our entrepid programmer has been doing some more wondering through the military's
DAFIF database and am starting to add some more polish to the synthetic vision
system....Hopefully my replacement microprocessors will show up next week and I try
to avoid the static attack on chips this time...
This first shot includes a menu to turn on or off a myriod of display options.
I've added a system to interrogate the DAFIF database and then populate the
flightgear database with files to put up these nifty little signs for airports and
special use airspace.
I'm taking advantage of a "billboard" feature in flightgear. As you move past the
signs they continue to turn and face the display. I like the callsign and
frequencies for the MOA's so much I'll probably add that to the airports...
Under the water line, it's taken a bit of detective work to get the system to not
munch memory as it moves along. I had a very nice texturing scheme for the various
airspace classes which included the hint ...a skull and cross bones for prohibited
airspace but the texturing system looks like it leaks memory...a cardinal no-no....
The second and third shots are for folks who live in, around, or flown around the
redding and livermore area on the list. If anybody has any particular test shots
they'd like to seen generated let me know.
By the way, the 3d airspace and signage is pure flightgear, no c or c++ code of
flight gear had to me modified....but....there was that couple thousand line c++
program I wrote to analyze the DAFIF database and generate a gazillion 3d graphic
files, xml configuration files, and SGI images for the signage text. Only takes
about 20 minutes to crank everything out for the entire US airspace system.
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2006-03-18-rv7Here's a shot of the state of signs. Both Airport designations (in black) and
Navaids (blue) are displayed....I need to do some tweaking on pont sizes but
otherwise it works...love the radio stuff, may add a third line to the airport
signs for gnd, tower, atis etc.
But I was thinking....since flighgear chops up tiles into a well regulated grid
pattarn....maybe an optional terrain database would use textures with filenames
with a varient of the degree long/lat and tile....so if one had a one by one
degree satalite image they could use that for the texture ...or if they had the
tile coordinated subdivisions use them. Could make realism on the spooky side!...
Also if you could then flip between the enhanced synthetic and the satalite based
terrain ...it would be pretty darn hard to get lost!
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2006-03-19-rv7Have now started to add waypoints to the synthetic vision system. Waypoints turned
into a bit of a can of worms to add. I had to cull out all the terminal waypoints
for instrument approaches...I'll probably add them now that I have some of the
kinks out on the IFR enroute low altitude waypoints.
BUT, there is a small army
of termina waypoints for instrument approaches!
Also, The database seems to list
a waypoint for the actual transmitter location for ILS's which was interesting to
stumble onto, but not something I'd throw up a waypoint for. The "sticks" under the
waypoints work out pretty good so I may move the navaids up to 14,000 feet and put
a stick under them too.... I think I have the ILS approach database(s) understood
to the point I can put up the glide slope for ILS's and figure out which if any of
the listed marker waypoints are on the glide slope. The labels are now toggled so
you can turn the various display elements on or off depending on what your needs
are.
Attached is a sample tile file .stg , the .the .ac 3d graphics file, the texture
file .rgb and the configuration .xml file which put up a sign for the lebanon NH
airport. The rgb formatted files are auto generated using ImageMagic on
Linux/Unix systems. Takes some real number smashing to generate everything, but
once the files are generated it sure runs smooth under flightgear...
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2006-03-21-rv7I have enought information available for display on the fly you need to be able to
turn things on and off depending on the mode of flight. Here's a shot showing
terminal waypoints in the Lebanon NH area including the terminal waypoints HAMM,
BURGR, and FRYYS which are used for the ILS approach to runway 18.
The only extra
visuals togggled on are the terminal waypoints and the navaids... I'll probably
refine the terminal waypoint display/menu to input the requisite airport and runway
to cull out the extraneous terminal waypoints.
Otherwise, you can easily find
situation where there is just way too much information overload....
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2006-03-30-rv7Starting to work out the kinks on displaying terminal waypoints for airports such
as show up on plates as middle, and outer markers . I don't have the ILS
glideslopes in just yet, but the analysis is done, it's just a question now of
generating and writing the requisite files..The new pre-release of flighgear solves
a memory leak problem I discovered which required abandoning (temporarily) an
airspace texturing scheme that has worked out very well visually. The texturing
system is back in. If I can dig up a database of coordinates for towns and cities
I'll put signage in for a navigation aid.
In light of the DAFIF database going silent thanks to our paranoid bureacrats at
the defense mapping agency I am looking to see how much of the system can be
generated from the FAA's National Aeronautical Charting Office digital
publications. The first peak at the faa's material shows it is organized
fundamentally differently which will require a ground up re-write of the airspace
program which currently generates everything. Assuming we can make the necessary
jump to hyper space and write/migrate the airspace code to work with the faa
databases I can hopefully, efficiently, re-generate files in synch with the faa 56
day update cycle.
There is still a bunch of user interface/human factors kinks to work out to move
things from a quite simulation to a piece of avioncs software...
Almost forgot....this screen shot shows a translucent display using a primary
flight display from borrowed from the flightgear cessna bravo citation files.
What's nice about tranparent/translucency is your brain will shift from the
"foreground" to the "background" ie underlying image as needed.
I also have new disks for Fedora Core Five, hopefully that will solve my little
sound card glitch on the shuttle so I get the sound system back up and running....
I also have my replacement microprocessors so ... I can get back to some hardware
interfacing issues.
Phil
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2006-03-31-rv7Inbound to 19L.
One of the things I'm wrestling with is weather to limit the
terminal waypoints to a specific airport. I'd really like to restrict it to
specific runway/airport but the DAFIF database does not make such distinctions,
although one could pool a list of terminal waypoints by airport together and
analyze them against the runway data to estimate who's with which runway.....On the
other hand the FAA publications have some more specific information so if I
transition to their datasets I may be able to capture more of the terminal
environment. Been kind of fun zipping over the database to visit all kinds of
places in the US airspace system to work out the visuals.....
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